The
Finishing
Touch
TRIMS & TRANSITIONS FOR LVT
FLOORING. Everlife’s transitional pieces
and trim are designed to complement the
collection’s luxury vinyl planks. For safety,
a seamless flow, and a custom look,
combine transitional pieces with trim.

Everlife

STAIR TREADS
(EASED EDGE)
Size: 47.25”x12”

Stair tread is used to fully cover the
top layer for each stair, eliminating
the need for stair nosing.

STAIR NOSE
(FLUSH)
Size: 2.75”x0.75”

Stair noses are used
to finish the end of a step.

END CAP

Size: 1.5”x0.25”
End caps are used to fill the gap
between the floor and carpet,
hearths or against sliding doors.

™

STAIR NOSE
(OVERLAPPING)
Size: 2.23”x1.03”

Stair noses are used
to finish the end of a step.

LUXURY VINYL TILE

SURFACE REDUCER
Size: 1.77”x0.345”

Scan
for more
information
on Trim.

Surface reducers are used to fill
the gap between floors of unequal
heights.

QUARTER ROUND
Size: 0.64”x0.75”

T-MOLDING
Size: 1.77”x0.28”

T-Moldings are used to fill the gap
between two floors of equal height.
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Quarter round is used
to cover the expansion gap
between the floor and the
wall.

Adhesives
The perfect LVT floor starts here—with vinyl tile primer, adhesive, and sealer products created especially
for MSI’s Everlife® Luxury Vinyl Tile. This comprehensive collection of high-strength, ultra-low odor and zero
calculated VOC products is everything you need to achieve a professional installation.

Underlayment
ABATEC™- SUPPORTS FLOOR LOCKING SYSTEM
Abatec is an underlayment for MSI Rigid Core luxury vinyl flooring that helps prevent planks from sliding
and reduces noise from walking. But it doesn’t stop there—this shock-absorbing flooring structure helps
smooth out minor subfloor imperfections.

MITITEC™- SUPPORTS GLUE DOWN APPLICATION
MOISTURE AND VAPOR RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION. NON-TOXIC. ODORLESS.
The ultimate in double glue down applications, or glue down with loose lay floating LVT, MitiTec™ underlayment
provides excellent sound reduction and moisture protection under luxury vinyl flooring. This underlayment is ideal
for multi-level installations and can be used as glue down applications for both Everlife® Rigid Core and Dryback.
Install MitiTec™ with MSI001 or MSI007 adhesive.

